Let f(z) be an integral function of finite order p and let M(r) = max|;r|"r|/(2)|. It is possible to find 1 a positive continuous function p(r) having the following properties.
( 2) lim p(r) -p; Such a function is called a Lindelof s proximate order for the integral function ƒ(z). The proof given by Valiron for the existence of proximate orders is based on some rather deep results due to Blumenthal. The object of this note is to give a particularly simple proof of the existence of proximate orders. The proof given here makes no use of the special properties of M{r) and is therefore of wider scope.
Let cr(r) =log log M(r)/log r. Either (A) cr(r)>p for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity, or (B) <r(r) Sp for all large r.
In case (A) we define 0(r) =m2LX x '&r{<r(x)}. Since <r(r) is continuous, lim sup rH>00 <r(r) =p and <r(r) >p for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity. Therefore (j>(r) exists. 4>(r) is a nonincreasing function of r.
Let ri>e e ' and <f>(r\) ~cr(ri) . Such values will exist for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity.
Let p(fi)=#(ri). Let h be the smallest integer not less than 1+ri such that <j)(ri)>4>(h) t and let p(r) =p(ri) ^(fi) for ri<r£h. Define U\ as follows:
ui > h, p(r) « p(ri) -log log log r + log log log h for h S r S «i,
but p(r) ><t>(r) for U ^r<ui. Let r 2 be the smallest value of r for which r^Ui and <t>(r 2 ) = <rif 2).
If r2>uu then let p(r) =<£(r) for u\^r^r 2 .
Since </>(r) is constant for u\Ukr ^2, therefore p(r) is constant for UxSrSr^ We repeat the argument and obtain that p(r) is differentiate in adjacent intervals. Further p'( r ) =0 or ; r lóg r log log r and p(r) ^0(r) ^cr(r), for all r^n. In case (B.l) we take p(r) = p for all values of r. In case (B.2) let %(r) ~maxxgx£r{<r(x)} where X>e e ' is such that c(x)<p whenever xèz X. £(r) is nondecreasing. Take a suitably large value of ti>X and let p('i) = P, p(r) = p + log log log r -log log log r x for s t £ r £ r u
where Si<ri is such that £(si)=p(si). If ^O^fai), then we take p(r)=£(r) up to the nearest point h<S\ at which t-(ti)~a(h). p(r) is then constant for ti^rSsi. If £($i) =<r(si), then let h = si. Choose r%>Y\ suitably large and let p(r 2 ) =p, p(f) = p -(-log log log r -log log log r 2 for s* £ r 5* r 2 where s 2 (<r 2 ) is such that 2 $(5 2 )=p(^2). If £($ 2 )5*<J(S 2 ), then let
